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Abstract—In this paper we investigate the potentiality to 

exploit a passive forward scatter radar (PFSR) based on WiFi 

transmissions for vehicle classification. In particular, a procedure 

to extract the vehicle signatures from the received signal is 

presented. The preliminary results obtained by means of an 

experimental setup developed and fielded at University of Rome 

“La Sapienza” show that different targets yield quite different 

signature shapes that can be fruitfully exploited by a classification 

stage according to a reasonable strategy.  
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I. INTRODUCTION 

In the last years, the forward scattering radar (FSR) has 
received significantly interest. FSR is an extreme bistatic radar 
configuration where the bistatic angle is near to 180°, [1]-[2]. 
Differently from monostatic and bistatic operation modes, the 
received signal is not the reflection from the target but rather the 
shadow of the target. In fact, when the target moves on or close 
to the baseline, it blocks part of the transmitted signal and this 
leads to a reduction of the received signal power.    

As well known in the literature, the FSR offers a number of 
interesting features such as simple hardware required for 
implementation and an enhanced target radar cross-section 
compared to conventional operation mode. Moreover, the 
received forward scattering signal is independent from the target 
material, which means that FSR is robust to stealth technology. 
On the other hand, it is characterized by the absence of range 
resolution and a limited operation area. 

Numerous works proved the effectiveness of FSR using 
active systems. For example, in [3]-[4] it was shown that FSR 
can be used for ground target detection and classification. In [5]-
[6] FSR is applied for air target detection and tracking whereas 
in [7] for detection and classification of maritime objects. 
Moreover, recently, there has been a growing attention in the use 
of FSR configuration in passive radar (PR) [8]. In fact, the 
exploitation of an existing illuminator of opportunity allows 
additional advantages such as low cost, low vulnerability to 
electronic countermeasure, covert operation and low 
environmental impact. In particular, in [9]-[12] has been 

demonstrated the feasibility of such geometry using GSM, 
GNSS and DVB-T signals as illuminators of opportunity. 

Aiming at local area monitoring, WiFi transmissions have 
been exploited for target detection, localization and imaging 
against conventional geometries [13]-[15], since they offer 
reasonable bandwidth (range resolution), coverage and wide 
accessibility. In this work, WiFi signals are considered as 
potential source of opportunity for a passive radar in forward 
scatter configuration. In particular, we investigated the 
potentialities of WiFi-based PFSR for Automatic Target 
Classification (ATC) of ground moving targets.  

A proper processing scheme able to extract the vehicle 
signatures from the received signal is proposed. Then, a target 
classification approach based on minimum Euclidean distance 
criteria has been presented. In order to preliminary verify the 
effectiveness of the proposed system, experimental campaigns 
have been performed in a wide parking area using different car 
models as cooperative targets. Preliminary results against the 
collected data set show that the different targets yield different 
signature shapes. Consequently, the proposed classification 
system is able to correctly associate a vehicle signature to its car 
model. This contributes to prove that the WiFi-based PFSR can 
be used for barrier coverage applications for its ability to detect 
and potentially classify ground moving targets within the 
monitored region. 

The paper is organized as follows. The WiFi-based PFSR 
system is briefly described in Section II. Section III reports the 
experimental setup used to perform the tests and the acquisition 
campaign. The comparison of the obtained signatures is shown 
in Section IV whereas the preliminary results in terms of 
classification capability are reported in Section V. Finally, our 
conclusions are drawn in Section VI. 

II. WIFI-BASED PASSIVE FSR CONCEPT 

Figure 1 show the considered PFSR system. In particular, a 
WiFi access point (AP), used to provide coverage for an 
assigned area, is the transmitter of opportunity (TX). The target 
moves along its trajectory with velocity 𝑣  and crosses the 
baseline, i.e. the  line joining the TX and the receiver (RX), 
yielding a bistatic angle β≈170°-180°.  
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The main receiving channel (known as surveillance channel) 
is used to collect the signal received from the observed scene 
while an additional receiving channel (known as the reference 
channel) is adopted to collect the transmitted signal that is not 
known at the receiver. In the considered scenarios, being the 
sensor typically installed very close to the WiFi AP, we assume 
the TX to be partially cooperative; therefore, its signal can be 
spilled from the TX antenna path using a directional coupler. 
Since the transmitted waveform is not within the control of the 
radar designer, high sidelobes or undesired peaks appear in the 
corresponding Ambiguity Function (AF). Therefore, the 
reference signal must undergo a modulation-dependent 
conditioning stage aimed at improving the resulting mismatched 
AF in the range dimension [13]. Then, in order to increase the 
signal to noise ratio (SNR), the signal collected at the reference 
channel is used to perform a range compression with the 
surveillance signal. We recall that WiFi transmissions are of a 
pulsed type so that the range compression might be obtained by 
cross-correlating the surveillance and the reference signals on a 
pulse basis.  

From the range compressed data, the slow-time profile at the 
direct signal range bin is obtained. Subsequently, its square 
modulus is extracted, representing the target signature. This can 
be exploited by a “Signature analysis” block as described in the 
following sections.  

 

Fig. 1. WiFi-based PFSR system. 

III. ACQUISITIOIN CAMPAIGN AND DATA COLLECTION 

Aiming at understanding the impact of the forward geometry 
for applications of vehicles monitoring, a dedicated acquisition 
campaign has been performed. Specifically, the tests have been 
performed in a wide parking area in Cisterna di Latina (Italy) 
and the exploited geometry is depicted in Figure 2. The 
considered live data have been collected by means of the PR 
receiver developed at DIET Department of the University of 
Rome “La Sapienza” (see picture on the upper right  corner of 
Figure 2). 

A commercial WiFi AP was used as transmitter of 
opportunity; in particular, it was configured to transmit in 
channel 6 of the WiFi band (2437 MHz), set up to emit a regular 
Beacon signal exploiting a DSSS modulation at 3 ms. Its output 
was connected to the transmitting antenna (TX), located at the 
point with coordinates (𝑥𝑇𝑋, 𝑦𝑇𝑋) = (0,0) m. Then a directional 
coupler was used to send a -20 dB copy of the transmitted signal 
(the reference signal) to the first receiving channel. The second 
channel of the receiving system was directly connected to the 
surveillance antenna (RX) which was located in (𝑥𝑅𝑋 , 𝑦𝑅𝑋) = 
(0,D) m in forward configuration with respect to the TX with 
baseline D=40 m. Both antennas were mounted at about 1.25 m 
of height with respect to the ground. After a fully coherent base-
band down-conversion stage, the signals collected at the 
different receiving channels are sampled at 22 MHz and stored 
for off-line processing. 

Different tests have been performed using cars as 
cooperative targets. The cars move orthogonally to the TX-RX 
baseline crossing it at the middle point with a bistatic angle 
β≈180°. Specifically, they move from point A≈(-40,20) m to 
point B≈(40,20) m (red line in Figure 2) with velocity of about 
4-5 m/s depending on the considered test. Four car models have 
been taken in account: Peugeot 107, Volkswagen Polo, Citroen 
C3 and Fiat Punto Evo. The dimensions and the number of the 
performed tests with each car are reported in Table I. Note that, 
although a limited data set has been considered, cars of similar 
dimensions have been used (such as Citroen C3 and Punto Evo). 
The acquisition time of each test is about 20 s. 

Car model 
Dimensions 

(length, width, height) 
Number 

of tests 

Peugeot 107  3.43 x 1.63 x 1.47 m 8 

Volkswagen 

Polo  
3.715 x 1.655 x 1.420 m 4 

Citroen C3 3.941 x 1.728 x 1.524 m 5 

Fiat Punto Evo 4.065 x 1.690 x 1.49 m 10 

 

Fig. 2. Sketch of the acquisition geometry. 

 TABLE I. CAR MODELS USED IN THE ACQUISITION 

CAMPAIGN.  
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The WiFi-based PFSR processing scheme depicted in Figure 
1 has been applied against the collected surveillance signal. As 
an example, Figure 3(a) shows the bistatic range-acquisition 
time map with range sidelobes control for a test with a Fiat Punto 
Evo as cooperative target. The map has been normalized to the 
thermal noise power level so that the value at each map location 
represents the estimated SNR.    

As it is apparent, a strong contribution appears at about 40 m 
spreading along the acquisition time corresponding to the direct 
signal transmitted by the transmitting antenna. However, we 
note a reduction of the direct signal power approximately in 
correspondence of the time interval form 12 to 13 s; this is a 
consequence of the fact that when the target crosses the baseline, 
it blocks the incident wave of the TX antenna. As an example, 
Figure 3(b) shows the Fiat Punto Evo vehicle signature which 
has been extracted from the bistatic range-acquisition time map 
of Figure 3(a). We observe a direct signal power reduction up to 
18 dB when the target crosses the baseline.  

IV. SIGNATURE ANALYSIS AND POSSIBLE EXPLOITATION 

For a fair comparison, the vehicle signature extracted from 
the range compressed data cannot be used directly in a 
classification system because its velocity affects its shape. 
Therefore, a target motion estimation procedure has to be 
applied. Following the same strategy as in [15], in this paper, the 
signal after disturbance cancellation is used to estimate the 
component  �̂� of the target velocity orthogonal to the baseline. 
This estimate is then used to scale the vehicle signature from 
time-axis to meters-axis. This allows to directly compare (on a 
common axis) the signatures yield by each vehicle at different 
tests.  

For example, Figure 4(a) reports all the signatures of the Fiat 
Punto Evo obtained in the performed tests. A similar shape is 
clearly visible for all the cases. In addition, Figure 4(b) shows 
the signature of the Peugeot 107 on 8 tests; we observe that also 
in this case, the same vehicle yields a very stable signature. 
Moreover, it is interesting to notice as different car models have 
different signature shapes. This suggests the possibility to 
exploit the signatures for classification purposes. In particular, a 

(a) 

(b) 

Fig. 4. Signatures comparison for the same target model on different tests. 

(a) Fiat Punto Evo; (b) Peugeot 107. 

(b) 

(a) 

Fig 3. Results for a Fiat Punto Evo as cooperative target. (a) Bistatic 

Range- Acquisition time map; (b) Target signature. 
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minimum Euclidean distance criteria has been adopted to 
evaluate the similarity among different car models.  

The adopted methodology is explained below. The target 
signature obtained from the k-th car model at the m-th test is 
collected in the vector 𝑋𝑘,𝑚  of dimensions 𝑁 × 1 . For the 

considered case, 𝑘 = 1,⋯ , 4  and 𝑚 = 1,⋯ ,𝑀𝑘  where 𝑀𝑘 is 
the number of the performed tests for the k-th car model (see 
Table I). Successively, each target signature 𝑋𝑘,𝑚 is assumed to 

be the reference signature and the Euclidean distance 𝜂𝑘,𝑚
(𝑘,𝑚)

 

with all the other signatures 𝑋𝑘,𝑚 is evaluated: 

𝜂𝑘,𝑚
(𝑘,𝑚)

=
1

𝑁
‖𝑋𝑘,𝑚 − 𝑋𝑘,𝑚‖

2
   (1) 

with 𝑘 = 1,⋯ , 4 and 𝑚 = 1,⋯ ,𝑀𝑘. 

Obviously, for 𝑘 = 𝑘 and 𝑚 = 𝑚 (i.e. when the same car and 

number of test is considered), we obtain 𝜂𝑘,𝑚
(𝑘,𝑚)

= 0. 

As is apparent, by successively varying the reference signature 

(𝑘 = 1,⋯ , 4 and 𝑚 = 1,⋯ ,𝑀𝑘 ) a 𝑃 × 𝑃  matrix of values is 

obtained, being 𝑃 = ∑ 𝑀𝑘
4
𝑘=1 , containing all the Euclidean 

distances evaluated for every possible pairs of tests. 

V. RESULTS AGAINST EXPERIMENTAL DATA 

Based on the methodology described in the previous 

section, the Table II shows the results obtained against the tests 

that employed the Peugeot 107 and the Fiat Punto Evo. 

Specifically the table reports the Euclidean distances (in 

logarithmic scale) evaluated using pairs of tests employing the 

same car (the Peugeot) and pairs of tests employing the two 

different cars. As it is apparent, the distances achieved when 

same car model signatures are compared are always lower than 

the distances achieved when different car models have been 

considered. Following the same criteria, Figure 5 reports in 

logarithmic scale the estimated distances for all the considered 

tests (i.e. the whole 𝑃 × 𝑃 matrix, being 𝑃 = 27 in our case). 

Notice that the color scale dynamic range has been lower 

limited since zeros are obtained on the main diagonal. In 

particular, the first block (surrounded by a blue dashed line) and 

the fourth block (surrounded by a light blue dashed line) on the 

first block column correspond to the first and second blocks of 

Table II, respectively. 

From the Figure 5, it is evident that the lowest values of the 

Euclidean distances are on the main diagonal blocks, which 

correspond to the tests involving the same car. Being the targets 

sorted in ascending order of dimensions, it is interisting to 

observe that the greater the difference in length among the cars, 

the greater the obtained distances. 

For a numerical comparison, for each reference signature 

𝑋𝑘,𝑚 we report in Table III a synthesis of the results shown in 

Figure 5. Specifically the following strategy is adopted. The 

highest value is selected among results obtained with pairs of 

test employing the same car, namely the largest distance is 

reported between homologous tests. In contrast, the smallest 

value is reported among those obtained with pairs of tests 

involving a different car. Basically, the generic columns of 

Table III ( 𝐷𝑘
(𝑘,𝑚)

, 𝑘 = 1,⋯ , 4 ) is based on the reference 

signature 𝑋𝑘,𝑚 and is built as: 

𝐷𝑘
(𝑘,𝑚)

= {
max

𝑚=1,⋯,𝑀𝑘
𝜂𝑘,𝑚
(𝑘,𝑚)

     𝑓𝑜𝑟 𝑘 = 𝑘

min
𝑚=1,⋯,𝑀𝑘

𝜂𝑘,𝑚
(𝑘,𝑚)

     𝑓𝑜𝑟 𝑘 ≠ 𝑘
 (2) 

It is worth noticing that, a worst-case strategy is adopted that 

clearly penalizes the tests performed with identical cars. For a 

given target signature 𝑋𝑘,𝑚, we conclude that the system is able 

to discriminate among different car signatures if the largest 

Euclidean distance measured among homologous tests is 

smaller than the smallest distance measured with any of the 

tests employing a different car model. If this is the case, the last 

row of the Table III is set to 1, otherwise is 0. Therefore: 

F(𝑘,𝑚) =

{
 
 

 
 1     𝑖𝑓 𝐷𝑘

(𝑘,𝑚)
 <  min

𝑘=1,⋯,4

𝑘≠𝑘

𝐷𝑘
(𝑘,𝑚)

0    𝑖𝑓 𝐷
𝑘

(𝑘,𝑚)
>  min

𝑘=1,⋯,4

𝑘≠𝑘

𝐷𝑘
(𝑘,𝑚)

 (3) 

As it is apparent, in the majority of cases, the system is able 

to correctly associate the target signature to its class. Just in a 

single case, the Fiat Punto is confused with the Citroen C3. 

However, it should be pointed out that these two employed 

vehicles have quite similar shape and dimensions (see Table I). 

Nevertheless, a number of tests employing these two cars still 

yield correct results.  

VI. CONCLUSIONS 

This paper investigated the possibility to employ a  passive 
radar in forward scatter configuration for vehicle classification. 

TABLE II. EUCLIDEAN DISTANCE VALUES (10𝑙𝑜𝑔10 𝜂) BETWEEN 

PEUGEOT 107 AND FIAT PUNTO EVO.  
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In particular, WiFi transmissions have been considered as 
illuminator of opportunity. 

A WiFi-based PFSR system has been presented. Preliminary 
results against the collected data set, obtained by means of an 
experimental setup developed at University of Rome “La 
Sapienza”, shown that different targets yield quite different 
vehicular signatures. This suggested us to exploit these 
signatures in a classification stage where a minimum Euclidean 
distance criteria has been adopted to evaluate the similarity 
among different car models. The results shown very good 
capability of the proposed system to correctly associate a vehicle 
signature to its car model. Therefore, the proposed system can 
be employed for applications of vehicle monitoring. Aiming at 
further investigating the potential of the WiFi-based PFSR 
system for vehicle classification, a more extended database 
including also more types of vehicle targets will have to be 
considered.   
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TABLE III. SYNTHESIS OF THE RESULTS PRESENTED IN FIGURE 5 (10𝑙𝑜𝑔10 𝜂).  


